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Our transformation
journey
• UK migration statistics based on
International Passenger Survey
• Making increasing use of admin-data
over past few years – aiming to put
this at the core of our statistics
• Users need more detailed evidence
on migration, including impacts
• Collaborating across the Government
Statistical Service to deliver

Impact of Covid-19
• The International Passenger Survey was suspended due to Covid-19 in
March 2020
•

Published our final statistics based on available survey data in August 2020
(with adjustments to correct for overestimation of non-EU students)

• We have accelerated our transformation plans and will now deliver new
measures of migration based on admin-data from 2020 onwards
•

“Admin-Based Migration Estimates (ABMEs)”

• Published updates in our Transformation Overview webpage to
communicate this to our users and stakeholders

New measures from admin data
• Main sources of administrative data for our first iteration of new
measures. Drawing on the strengths of these for migration from within
and outside the EU:
• The Registration And Population Interactions Dataset (RAPID) is a
longitudinal dataset that captures interaction data for anyone with a national
insurance number from 2010-11 onwards.
• Home Office Exit Checks data covers non-EEA nationals who hold a visa
and includes information on immigration and travel histories.
• Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) data includes those studying
at Higher Education Institutes in the UK (exc. further education).
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How has migration changed since Covid-19?
• Developing our use of modelling techniques to address time lags in our ‘best’
admin sources and to help us measure how migration is changing since Covid-19
• Challenging given changes to historical relationships, fewer sources relating to
emigration plus known impacts on operational processes/collection of admin data
Department for
Work and Pensions
- National Insurance
Number allocations

Home Office visa
applications

Home Office air
passenger arrivals

Civil Aviation
Authority passenger
in and outflow data

Department for
Transport - sea
passenger statistics

Insights on student
migration – Russell
Group, British
Council
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Collaborating to deliver

• Joining up across ONS – collaborating across migration, population,
statistical design and methodology teams
• Working in partnership across the Government Statistical Service to
deliver our new measures of migration
• Guidance and advice from The Office for Statistics Regulation
• Migration is changing and will continue to change (impact of Covid19, Brexit) – a consultative approach, continuing to gather feedback
to identify and meet priorities
• International – learning from experiences of using administrative
data to measure migration
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Next steps on our transformation journey:
Very short term
Now to Nov

Developing new
measures using
new sources, as
no IPS data
Publishing an
update and
synthesis report
in Nov

Short term
2020-2021

Medium term
2021-2022

Long term
2023

Bedding in new
stats, iterative
improvements
and bringing in
new immigration
system data

Improved and
integrated
migration
system, working
alongside
admin based
population
estimates

Totally
integrated
population and
migration
statistics
system
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Contact details
becca.briggs@ons.gov.uk or contact the Centre for
International Migration on:
Pop.info@ons.gov.uk
Find out more about the centre and what we do on
our webpage here.

Follow our tweeting statisticians:
@BeccaBriggs_ONS (International Migration)
@RichPereira_ONS (Ageing and Demography)

